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WELCOME TO THE PROUT SCHOOL IB
DIPLOMA PROGRAM (numerical data taken directly

from:
http://www.ibo.org/contentassets/bc850970f4e54b87828f83c7976a
4db6/dp-statistical-bulletin-may-2017-en.pdf)

We congratulate you on applying for, and being
accepted into, the IB Diploma Program. You
have joined the prestigious ranks of 157,488
like-minded, curious, driven, compassionate
individuals who want to challenge themselves
academically, emotionally, and morally. You are
now part of a special cohort of students who
come from over 147 countries and over 4,500
schools across the global community. For 50
years, the IB Program has mentored students
like you who genuinely want to utilize their Godgiven talents to make the world a more just,
equal, and better place for all.

By participating in the IB Diploma Program, you are joining a special group of individuals
who want to become the best version of themselves as possible and continue living the
Prout H.E.A.R.T. and IB philosophy of what it truly means to be human.
“The IB Program develops and sustains a worldwide community of
students, educators, and schools, with a shared mission to offer the
best possible international education combined with an emphasis on
human values.

We believe that open, enlightened mind, free from prejudice, are our
best hope to create a better world. Grounded in a proven and
continuously revitalized curriculum, we encourage deep inquiry and
relentless curiosity to develop students who are caring, courageous
risk takers, and critical thinkers.
An IB education inspires young people to become lifelong learners,
using their energy, conviction, and positivity to engage with
increasingly complex and interconnected global issues. Our
foundational idea is that each one of us is responsible for the rest of
us, and this understanding is a necessary basis for progress towards
a more just and peaceful world.”. ( taken from: Media Tool Kit,
ibo.org 2017)

THE PROUT IB DIPLOMA CURRICULUM SEQUENCE
JUNIOR YEAR

SENIOR YEAR

1. Religion 11

1. IB World Religions

2. IB English 11

2. IB English 12

3. IB World History I

3. IB World History II

4. IB French, Italian, or Spanish III

4. IB French, Italian, or Spanish IV

5. PE/Health, Dance, or Yoga first semester/IB TOK
second semester

5. IB TOK first semester, PE/Health, Dance, or Yoga second
semester

6. IB Math I

6. IB Math II

7. IB Biology I or IB Physics I

7. IB Biology II or IB Physics II

8. IB Art ---IB Theatre

8. IB Art II ------ IB Theatre II

9. IB Design Technology

9. IB Design Technology

10. IB Dance

10. IB Dance

With the 8 class schedule – students
could elect to take other elective classes

In addition to the written IB exams in May, students also work on Internal Assessments – known
as IAs
The IAs are done under the supervision of the individual content area IB teachers
The IAs in the various content area subjects usually count for approximately 20% of the student’s
final IB score in that specific class

IB COURSES THAT REQUIRE IAs
IB MATH

IB PHYSICS

IB BIOLOGY
IB WORLD RELIGIONS
IB HISTORY

IB LANGUAGE

Throughout the fall and into the spring of the SENIOR YEAR, IB teachers mentor students in
creating the IAs
The IB teachers provide students with the specific rubrics, writing
guidelines, and instructional strategies for researching and formulating
the Research Question for each IA

ORAL EXAMINATIONS
In addition to the written exams in IB
classes, students will also sit for oral
examinations in English and in French,
Italian, or Spanish – IB teachers in these
subjects guide students with rubrics,
practice preparations, formatting, etc.
Par One of the English oral exam is done at
the end of the junior year; Part Two of
the English oral exam is done in the
spring of the senior year
The oral exams in Foreign Language are
done in the spring of the senior year–
language teachers practice taping the
oral exams with students throughout the
senior year

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE
At Prout, IB Theory of Knowledge is taken during the spring semester
of the junior year, and the fall semester of the senior year – only IB
Diploma Candidates are allowed to enroll in IB TOK
TOK deals with the Essential Question: How do we know what we

claim to know ?

In the first semester, TOK students investigate the WAYS OF
KNOWING (WOKs)- these are the means by which individuals take in
information from their environment, process it, and then utilize that
knowledge within various paradigms

“a distinct set of concepts or
thought patterns, including theories, research methods, postulates,
and standards for what constitutes legitimate contributions to a
particular field of knowledge”

Through exploring the WOKs, IB students then
move on to examining the different paradigms –
the AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE (AOKs)
TOK students have primary assessment that are
sent to IB in the fall of the senior year: The IB
TOK Essay and the IB TOK Presentation
The IB TOK teacher guides students with the
rubrics, formatting, design, writing, and research
related to the two above assessments – These
assessments are forwarded to IB examiners for
review and scoring

Ways of Knowing
(WOKs)

Everything done in TOK evolves from the IB Learner Profile Attributes

The table below shows some of the links between TOK and the learner profile attributes. (taken directly from the
Theory of Knowledge Guide, 2015)
IB LEARNER PROFILE ATTRIBUTE

Inquirers

Knowledgeable

Link to TOK
TOK students seek to find out how knowledge is constructed
using various ways of knowing and by considering what
constitutes knowledge in various areas of knowledge. It is a
fundamental premise of TOK that personal knowledge should not
result from simple acceptance of knowledge claims without
sufficient inquiry and evidence.

TOK students strive to be knowledgeable about the nature of
knowledge. This means becoming knowledgeable about the
methods of inquiry of a variety of subject areas, from a number of
perspectives. Students are encouraged to explore the processes
by which individuals arrive at their own knowledge and
understanding of the world and the presuppositions that underpin
this understanding.

Thinkers

TOK students examine thinking in order to understand what constitutes
good thinking and also to recognize potential flaws in thought processes.
Students also think about what thinking is required in a variety of
situations, as well as how thinking relates to emotional processing and
intuition.

Communicators

TOK students are required by the TOK assessment tasks to communicate
their understanding and perspective in both oral and written form.
Students also study the language that is used to develop a body of
knowledge, so they learn what gives language its power as well as what
causes failures of communication.

Principled

TOK students scrutinize knowledge in a critical manner, leading to what
could be called principled knowledge. Students are required to examine the
relationship between possessing knowledge and the moral obligations that
this carries. Learning to see the world from a TOK perspective challenges
students to think about acting in principled ways.

Open-minded

Caring

Risk-takers

TOK students need to be open-minded about knowledge
claims they encounter. They will learn not to simply accept
claims at face value, but to consider the factual accuracy of
any proposition and the potential emotional, social or
cognitive bias of any person making a proposition. At the
same time, they must learn to balance skepticism with belief,
and recognize that in many situations there is a need to make
decisions without possessing absolute certainty.

TOK students are asked to care about how they use their
knowledge. This necessarily means thinking about how
knowledge can be used in sympathetic, empathetic and
compassionate ways.
TOK students must be willing to risk questioning what they
hold to be true. This means that they must be willing to risk
being wrong. When we are willing to accept being wrong then
we make progress towards correcting existing
misconceptions and increasing our knowledge and
understanding of the world. The word “judgment” is central in
TOK, and students should be prepared to take the risks
involved in making judgments in matters where the evidence
does not definitively favor one view or another, while at the
same time acknowledging the provisional nature of these
judgments.

Balanced

TOK students are committed to viewing knowledge claims
from different perspectives. They are also required to
consider a range of areas of knowledge. TOK requires a
balance of ability in speaking and writing, and a balance of
ability in drawing general conclusions from specific examples
and in drawing on specific examples to demonstrate general
claims.

Reflective

TOK students learn to reflect on the degree to which their
own and other people’s motivations, beliefs, thought
processes and emotional reactions influence what they know
and what they are capable of knowing.

THE IB EXTENDED ESSAY
The Extended Essay is a 4,000 word analytical research project started in IB TOK during
the late spring of the junior year
The paper affords students the opportunity to learn how to do professional research in a
paradigm they are interested in:
Group 1: Studies in Language and Literature
Group 2: Language Acquisition
Group 3: Individuals and Societies
Group 4: Experimental Sciences
Group 5: Mathematics
Group 6: The Arts
Under each “group” there numerous subdivision content areas students are allowed to
select from for the EE – The EE Coordinator will guide students in the selection of topic
cluster, research guidelines, writing format, rubric, etc.
Students work with a teacher mentor who is very proficient within the selected paradigm

The extended essay provides:
• practical preparation for undergraduate research
• an opportunity for students to investigate a topic of special interest to them, which is also related to
one of the student's six DP subjects.

• Through the research process for the extended essay, students develop skills in:
• formulating an appropriate research question
• engaging in a personal exploration of the topic
• communicating ideas
• developing an argument.
• Participation in this process develops the capacity to analyze, synthesize and evaluate knowledge.
(taken directly from: http://www.ibo.org/programmes/diploma-programme/curriculum/extendedessay/what-is-the-extended-essay/

The length of the extended essay The upper limit is 4,000 words for all extended essays. This
upper limit includes the introduction, the body, the conclusion and any quotations, but does not
include: the abstract ( which is now an optional component of the paper)
acknowledgments the contents page maps, charts, diagrams, annotated illustrations and
tables equations, formulas and calculations citations/references (whether parenthetical or
numbered) footnotes or endnotes the bibliography appendices (taken from:
http://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/uploadedfiles/schools/rmhs/ib/eemanualrmhs2013.pdf)

CAS is designed to be a contemplative journey of self-discovery that aligns closely with both the
IB Learner Profile Attributes, and The Prout School’s H.E.A.R.T. framework
The IB CAS Coordinator guides students throughout the process; however, CAS is the student’s
program to design, follow through with, and reflect on
The CAS experiences should be based on personal interest, skill, talent, or opportunity for
growth

CAS LEARNING OUTCOME
Identify your own strengths and develop areas for personal growth.
Demonstrate that challenges have been undertaken, developing new skills in the process.
Demonstrate how to initiate and plan a CAS experience.
Show commitment to and perseverance in CAS experiences.

Demonstrate the skills and recognize the benefits of working collaboratively.
Demonstrate engagement with issues of global significance.
Recognize and consider the ethics of choices and actions.

THE CAS PROJECT
A CAS project is a collaborative, well-considered series of
sequential CAS experiences , engaging students in one or
more of the CAS strand areas of creativity, action, and
service. CAS students must be involved in at least one CAS
project during their CAS program. A CAS project is expected
to last at least one month.

All CAS projects should :
Utilize the CAS Stages as a framework
Be designed with a defined purpose and specific goals.
Individual students identify one or more of the learning
outcomes
Result in students reflecting on their CAS project experience
collaboratively, if possible

CAS REFLECTIONS
Reflection is a critical skill necessary in all careers and in all personal
interactions. Reflection is an essential part of the overall CAS
experience

Through reflection, students examine the relevance of their experience,
apply thoughts gathered from various experiences, consider the
actions of others , and remind themselves of what was learned and
how this occurred in the project

Effective reflections are measured by care and quality of thought, not
by length or quantity

Students reflect at the beginning, during, and at the end of a series of
CAS experiences

THE CAS PORTFOLIO
All reflections and stages related to CAS
should be placed in the student’s individual
portfolio
The reflections also should give evidence of
achieving each of the seven CAS learning
outcomes; however, not every single
reflection should or must discuss learning
outcomes
The portfolio is meant to be a collection of
evidence that showcases the overall
experience and is a source of self-pride for
the student

THE CAS INTERVIEWS
Throughout the months of the CAS program, the CAS
Coordinator will schedule at least three interviews with
students. During these interviews, learner profile, goals,
experiences, and CAS project, and CAS portfolios are
discussed. The coordinator will mentor students and offer
recommendations throughout the process; however, it is
each student’s personal responsibility to arrange the
meetings at the coordinator's convenience, be on time for
each meeting, and bring concrete evidence/notes to each
meeting of what is being worked on.
It is extremely important that students connect very early on
with the coordinator-- so that the experiences/events of
creativity, action, and service are ones approved of by the
coordinator.

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the
service of others.”
—Mahatma Ghandi

HOW A FULL IB STUDENT IS AWARDED THE IB DIPOMA
(in addition to The Prout School Diploma)

“The IB diploma is awarded to students who

meet the subject requirements, receive a
minimum score of 24 points, and satisfactorily
complete the core components, including
extended essay, theory of knowledge, and CAS
(creativity, action, service). The highest total
available for a Diploma Programme student is
45 points. Candidates are able; to gain up to
three extra points for their Extended Essay
and the TOK assessment”.

(taken directly from : http://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/become-an-ib-

school/dp-general-regulations-en.pdf)

“The IB Diploma will be awarded to a candidate
[provided all the following requirements have been
met:
All CAS requirements have been successfully met
The candidate’s total points are 24 or more
There are no “N” awarded for TOK and/or the
Extended Essay
There is no grade of one awarded in an IB
subject/level

There are no more than two grades of 2 awarded
(HL or SL)
There is no more than three grades of 3 or below
awarded (HL or SL)

The candidate has gained 12 points or more on HL
subjects ( for candidates who register for four HL
subjects, the three highest grades count)
The candidate has gained 9 point or more on SL
subjects
The candidate has not received a penalty for
academic misconduct from the Final Award
Committee”

SCORING DETAILS FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL IB
ASSESSMENTS

ASSESSSMENT DEADLINES
Throughout the entire process of the IB Diploma Program, IB teachers
guide students in knowing when things are due, what needs to be
specifically done for each assessment, how to organize oneself in
terms of research and writing, and healthy ways to handle the personal
responsibilities related to each assessment. The IB Coordinator
instructs IB teachers regarding when completed student assessments
must be uploaded; however, each IB teacher will set his/her own
particular assessment sequence for his/her IB class. The following is an
approximate overview of due dates:

IA Assessments
MAY/JUNE Junior Year: IB English Part I paper and oral presentation
DECEMBER 15 Senior Year: Extended Essay

END OF JANUARY Senior Year: IB TOK essay and Presentation
FEBRUARY/MARCH Senior Year: Oral exams in IB English and IB Foreign
Language

FEBRUARY/MARCH Senior Year: IB World History IA
FEBRUARY/MARCH Whichever year student is enrolled in IB Math
FEBRUARY/MARCH Senior Year: IB World Religions IA
FEBRUARY/MARCH Senior Year: IB Biology or IB Physics IA

IB WRITTEN EXAMS
The IB written exams usually the very end of April and the first three weeks of May. Exams are given
in the morning and/or the afternoon during the school day. Each year, the IB Coordinator will give
students the dates for each exam. Exam dates are also available by going online at:
http://www.ibo.org/contentassets/7f6c7681e0b34fc8b0541c1229c7521d/dp-cp-exam-schedule-may2018-en.pdf

